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Abstract  
Creative industries have been growing and developing in many parts of the world, especially in developed countries. The 
development of creative industries in certain countries more or is less connected to their own cities. The term creative industries 
had just been known in Indonesia in the year 2007, when the Ministry of Trade of Indonesia published the Creative Industries 
Study of Indonesia. Since then, the area of the creative industries has started to be looked at by not only the government, but also 
by academics and practitioners.  
As the capital of West Java Province, Bandung is said to be a creative city, and becoming a pilot project that later will become a 
model for creative industries in Indonesia. Many theories suggested that Bandung had all the potentials. Previous research 
indicated that most of the creative industry businesses in Bandung were categorized as small and medium enterprises, also some 
of them were less developed, so the industrial growth in Bandung on the medium and even large scale was not significantly seen.  
Considering that, as a country, in order to boost the economic condition, Indonesia needs to increase the number of entrepreneurs 
at medium-scale at the very least. Referring to the challenge stated above, we wished to focus this paper on two general 
questions, namely on how to develop entrepreneurship in the creative industries in Bandung and how local characters (e.g. 
quality of life and the education system) of Bandung will impact the development?  
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1. Introduction 
Ever since the introduction of the term in 1998, creative industries has become a mantra in relation to the 
potential contributor to economic development. The term was first initialized by the Department of Culture, Media, 
and Sport (DCMS), United Kingdom (UK), in order to classify thirteen sectors, which have their origin in individual 
creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential for wealth and job creation through the generation and 
exploitation of intellectual property (DCMS, 1998).  
In 2008, a research by School of Business and Management (SBM) was conducted in mapping the creative 
industries in Bandung. Some of the findings showed that, most of the creative industry businesses that were 
surveyed employed less than ten people in them (70%). Only four percent of the companies were categorized as big 
companies because they employed more than 100 people. And the remaining 26 percent of the companies employed 
between 10-50 people.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Number of Creative Industries Employees per Companies in Bandung (2008)  
 
Having discussed about the potential, the project also investigated on other business aspects of the companies, 
such as their turnover per year, their sources of material for the products, and their target markets. The results on the 
business turnover, it was found that business turnover per year for the creative businesses in Bandung are equally 
distributed. The top two categories are in the range of $50,000-100,000 per year (22 percent) and $500,000 – 1 
million a year (15 per cent). This issue showed the potential that Bandung has in creative industries to grow. The 
large turnover is somehow related to the fact that there are abundant visitors coming to Bandung especially during 
holidays. Besides, some of the creative businesses are capable of increasing their marketing to the national even 
international scale. Even so, the finding shows the next categories of business turnover with the income of $5,000-
10,000 per year and less than $5,000 a year, each has 11 percent. This means that many of the creative businesses in 
Bandung still need assistance in developing their business (For currency converter, $1.00 US is roughly equals to Rp 
10,000 Indonesian Rupiah (IDR)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Business Turnover per Year in Bandung (2008) 
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Prior to that, in July 2007, the UK-East Asia Creative Cities Forum was held in Yokohama, Japan, in partnership 
with the British Council. This event was a conference conceived to explore the theme of the “Creative City,” 
namely, how to most fully generates new regional value in the global era based on art, culture, industry and other 
resources distinctive to specific regions. The forum was scheduled to promote debate on art and cultural policies and 
other subjects from creative perspectives, as well as exchanges and interaction with local artists and creators. From 
this event, Bandung was chosen, to be the pilot project for the creative city in East Asia Creative Cities programme 
by British Council. The Creative Cities itself, a 3-year programme developed by British Council, with the budget of 
₤2 million, aimed to support the development of creative and open cities with successful knowledge economies in 
East Asia and in the UK. The programme focused on four broad themes: working with artists and designers to 
reimagine our cities; promoting accessibility and participation; transforming public spaces; and supporting creative 
entrepreneurs.  
Based on the findings of the research and the recognition of Bandung as a creative city, we would like to ask a 
question, whether Bandung is an accommodating place as it can be for entrepreneurship to grow, even to be 
sustainable, particularly in the sectors of creative industries. And in order to answer that, we realize there are many 
areas that should be covered, for instance, in which sectors for investments are best to be done effectively, and how 
to put what the city has on the best structural infrastructure. Structural infrastructure has a lot to do with policy and 
the government as the policy maker, and with a sufficient infrastructure, hopefully it will lead to a good level of 
local competitiveness of the city.  
The initial account of the paper will be about creative and cultural industries in general. How it began, and the 
reason behind its emergence, as well as how Indonesia is responding to that. And then there is the notion of creative 
cities, which many references suggest that there is a strong connection between the growth of creative industries and 
the development of the city where it is. The next significant topic we would like to discuss will be about 
entrepreneurship, what defines it, what kind of development it has had to date, and why has it become the backbone 
for Indonesia’s economic development. 
As described earlier, we believe that an exposition about Bandung is essential. For that matter, we will take a 
look at Bandung from a number of viewpoints. The city of Bandung has distinct perspectives depends on the 
viewers. People from outside Bandung would see Bandung as a leisure destination, particularly on short-term 
holidays, although not as big as Bali. Whereas the insiders, if you want to call them, tend to perceive Bandung as a 
city of opportunity, full of potentials, where there are lots of rooms for improvements, and along with the need to 
showcase their self-actualization. The final part of the paper will be the conclusion of whether entrepreneurship in 
creative industries is sufficient enough to grow and develop in Bandung, how big or small is the scale, and also 
about its present condition.  
2. Creative and Cultural Industries  
Today there has been a vast array of literature in the area of creative and cultural industries. For that reason, it is 
important to understand the origin of the term, and according to Hesmondhalgh and Pratt (2005), it began with the 
commercialization of cultural production in the nineteenth century, and from the early twentieth century onwards, it 
intensified in advanced industrial societies. One of the first literatures on the subject was Adorno and Horkheimer 
(1979), who developed the idea of the ‘culture industry’, which was intended to draw critical attention to the 
commodification of art. In the second half of the twentieth century, the growth of the cultural industries accelerated 
(Hesmondhalgh and Pratt, 2005). This is due to the increasing level of literacy and leisure time, leading to 
consumerism and the importance of ‘cultural hardware’ such as hi-fi, TV sets, VCR, and personal computers.  
In 1997, the UK Government decided to change the Department of National Heritage to Department of Culture, 
Media and Sport (DCMS). They then set up a creative industry task force, and published the Creative Industries 
Mapping Document (1998), complete with definition and thirteen sub-sectors, which was no longer called cultural 
industries, like before. According to O’Connor (2007), Chris Smith, the head of DCMS at the time, presented it as a 
purely pragmatic move in order to get some key spending plans past the Treasury, where the word ‘culture’ had to 
be avoided as too reminiscent of ‘the arts’, thus not about economics at all.  
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In Indonesia, the term creative industries had been recognized since 2007, when the Ministry of Trade of 
Indonesia conducted a national mapping on creative industries. According to Simatupang (2010), it began when the 
government started to realize to country’s potential in culture and ideas, having a large pool of creative and artistic 
talent, also a large domestic market. Another strong point that Indonesia has abundant natural and human resources 
available to be developed in creating superior products to penetrate the market. That was why it was essential to 
measure the performance of creative industries in the country, in order to gain knowledge of the success or failure of 
Indonesia. At the end of the project, the ministry drafted the publication of the Study of Creative Industries.  
The government of Indonesia has decided to adopt the creative industry definition from the UK’s DCMS, which 
they came up with in 1998. They defined creative industries as “those industries which have their origin in 
individual creativity, skill and talent and which have a potential to wealth and job creation through the generation 
and exploitation of intellectual property.” DCMS published the Creative Industries Mapping Document, which was 
updated in 2001, specifying the thirteen sectors of the industries, which are advertising; architecture; the art and 
antiques market; crafts; design; designer fashion; film; interactive leisure software; music; the performing arts; 
publishing; software and computer services; and television and radio.  
According to Simatupang (2010), the launch of the blueprint of the Indonesia Creative Economy in 2008 was 
aimed at four objectives; the first was to increase the awareness of Indonesians of local cultural wisdom as a basis of 
creating economic development. The second objective was improving the synergy amongst the creative economy 
stakeholders for developing creative industries in the country. Whereas the next intention was to enhance the image 
of Creative Indonesia at the international level, as well as socializing the movement of “I love Indonesia.”  
The initiative was planned to put into effect in the following year, and was based on the theme of “implementing 
the blueprint of the creative economy based on cultural and information technology” (Simatupang 2010). The 
concept of the implementation was focused on two major ideas. The first experience was about sharing, whether 
amongst government agencies in the country, as well as between entrepreneurs from Indonesia and overseas. The 
second was about discussion, which would be addressed to the development of the e-commerce, and the supporting 
program to facilitate education and training for creative human resources in Indonesia.   
This has shown that the government of Indonesia has responded positively to the creative and cultural industries. 
This means that the realization of culture as an important aspect in developing the economy has become a significant 
milestone for the country.  
3. Creative Cities  
The development of creative industries cannot be dissociated from the city where it grows. On The Rise of the 
Creative Class, Florida (2002) states, that one’s creativity is closely related to the city where an individual lives.  
The quality of the city which a person lives, really affects the creativity index of that certain individual. He says that, 
there are three dimensions of a place’s quality; the first is what's there, that is the combination of the built 
environment and the natural environment; a proper setting for pursuit of creative lives. Secondly, what he describes 
as who's there, the diverse kinds of people, interacting and providing cues that anyone can plug into and make a life 
in that community. The third part of a good quality place is related to what's going on in that place, which means the 
vibrancy of street life, cafe culture, arts, music and people engaging in outdoor activities – altogether a lot of active, 
exciting, creative endeavors.  
Filled with statistics, Florida (2002) develops a series of indices to compare regions and cities in the United 
States that connected three areas: a creative class – a novel idea, the creative economy and what conditions in cities 
attract the creative class.  In relation to the economic geography of creativity, he claims that the key lies in the 3T’s 
of economic development: Technology, Talent and Tolerance, and in order that a place is able to generate 
innovation and stimulate economic growth, a place must have all three.   
Academic writing around regional clusters and embedded networks that had been taken up in the emergent policy 
discourse around cultural industries and local economic development, suggests that there was a close connection 
between the clustering of cultural industries and urbanity itself. Cities were now the new economic powerhouses 
built on the ability to process knowledge and manipulate symbols (O’Connor, 2007). Moreover, O’Connor views 
that, however it needs to be emphasized that the creative and cultural industries themselves were also part of this 
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(very loose) urban coalition and their links to the City are not just economic but cultural – and to an extent not 
frequently recognized – ethical and political.  
An important player in the UK in this development was comedy, founded in 1978 by Charles Landry, who is now 
associated with the idea of ‘The Creative City’. The concept of the ‘creative city’ grew out of ‘cultural cluster’ 
policies, fusing it with tourism, ‘flagship projects’ such as festivals, and a more general concern with city planning 
in the name of ‘quality of life’ (Landry and Bianchini, 1995; Landry, 2008). Hesmondhalgh and Pratt (2005) 
indicate that the idea of ‘cultural quarter’ has remained popular into the 2000s and helped produce the offshoot 
concept of the cultural cluster from the 1990s onwards. Accordingly, Hesmondhalgh and Pratt clarify that the 1990s 
and early 2000s have seen a boom time in cultural policy under the sign of the cultural and creative industries, as a 
result of industrial and cultural changes, which have themselves been influenced by broader ‘cultural’ policy 
decisions. 
Whereas at the international level, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), holds a project named the Creative Cities Network, which was launched in October 2004, and aims ‘at 
developing international cooperation among cities and encouraging them to drive joint development partnerships in 
line with UNESCO’s global priorities of “culture and development” and “sustainable development” (UNESCO, 
2014). There are six thematic networks in which any city is able to apply, which are literature, music, crafts and folk 
art, design, media arts, gastronomy, and film. The applicant city will then go under strict selection process to be 
included in the network. ‘Once a city is appointed to the Network, it can share experiences and create new 
opportunities with other cities on a global platform, notably for activities based on the notions of creative economy 
and creative tourism.’    
In 2013, Indonesia’s Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy decided to submit an application for four cities 
in the country to be included in the selection process of UNESCO’s Creative Cities Network programme. Those four 
were Yogyakarta, Solo, Bandung, and Pekalongan.  As one of the cities included in the process, Bandung was trying 
to distinguish herself in the category of design. According to Tita Larasati, the general secretary of Bandung 
Creative City Forum (BCCF), this idea was based on the fact that there are plenty of higher institutions of education 
in Bandung, which many of them focus on the disciplines of arts and architecture. She is part of the team in 
collaboration with the City Council to work on the project.  
4. Entrepreneurship Development 
Previous research showed that entrepreneurship is a catalyst for economic growth (Audretsch and Thurik, 2001; 
Carree and Thurik, 2003), new firm's creation, job creation, innovation, and productivity (Leutkenhorst, 2004). 
Specifically, entrepreneurship’s role to increase employment and GDP, this is emphasized by studies conducted by 
Audretsch & Thurik, (2001); Birch, (1987); Kumar & Liu, (2005 in Minniti, 2008). However, the contributions of 
entrepreneurship to micro, small, and medium enterprises based on Leutkenhorst (2004 in Jahanshahi et al, 2011) 
are in generating employment; boosting employment and leading to more equitable income distribution; providing 
livelihood opportunities through the activities of value adding process; nurturing entrepreneurship; and supporting 
the building up of systemic productive capacities and the creation of resilient economic systems, through linkages 
between small and large enterprises. 
Research conducted by Wennekers and Thurik (1999) showed the linking of entrepreneurship to economic 
development. The research was differentiated by the levels of analysis which are macro level, micro level, and meso 
level. Micro level or individual level needs certain condition for entrepreneurship, those are psychological 
endowment (attitudes, skills, action), and this will lead to self-realization or personal wealth. Meso level or firm’s 
level needs condition such as business culture incentives, which crucial element to startups entry into new markets 
and innovation; and this will lead to firms' performance. While in macro level, the condition needed is an institution 
and culture. Crucial elements of entrepreneurship in macro level are a variety of competitive selection and it will 
lead to the impact of entrepreneurship that is, competitiveness or economic growth. 
Discussing about the development of entrepreneurship based on the level of analysis, when considering the scope 
of interest, in this case a city, we are referring to the macro level. At the macro level, there are three categories of 
policies on government interventions/programmes. The first is on education, which covers the development of 
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entrepreneurship education and in improving the alignment between the curriculum of higher education and business 
environment. The second is on infrastructure, including all government programs related to expanding business loan 
services or venture capital, and access to the internet. And the third is entrepreneurship culture, which includes all of 
the government programmes related to socializing entrepreneurship and developing culture for new entrepreneurs, 
such as developing creative economy (Hoffmann, 2011; Verheul, 2001; Minniti, 2008). 
In developing entrepreneurship, the important ways are creating a conducive environment for nurturing 
entrepreneurship and creating infrastructure to support entrepreneurship (Minniti, 2008).  
5. Case Study: Bandung  
The city of Bandung, Indonesia, is the third largest city in the country, with 2.3 million of population in (2010 
census). Its close proximity with the country's capital, Jakarta, and its colder climate than any other place in 
Indonesia, makes it the place for get-away destination for people all over the country. And historically, when 
Indonesia was under the Dutch colonialism, Bandung has always been seen as the city of retreat, as opposed to 
Jakarta as a military base. Rahardjo (2002) states that there are two main assets that Bandung has, which the first is 
science and technology, and the other is human resources. Science and technology has something to do with the high 
number of higher educational institutions in Bandung, which there are fifty of them. As human resources, perhaps in 
part that due to Bandung is located in the mountains as its surroundings, makes the city does not have a plentiful 
natural resource. Hence, the people of Bandung have always relied on their own human capital resources in order to 
survive. And these were the reasons why the city was chosen to become the pilot project of creative city of 
Indonesia.  
The large number of youth in the city resulted in the growth of communities in Bandung area. Some of these 
communities survive until decades and even expand themselves in terms of international networks. And actually 
several communities turn out to become business entities. As it happened, these communities were the starting point 
of creativity-based industries in Bandung. One of significant occurrence was the Asian economic crisis about 1996-
1998, where the price of imported goods are soaring, the goods that they were used to consume. This situation 
motivated those communities to produce their own needs. Besides music production, small scale clothing industries 
and books, some of the communities that existed also produced and spread information in large quantity using 
various medium, from website, zines, posters, video, stickers, pins, and magazines; which almost all are made by 
using skills in technologies instrument, from the simple to the latest, such as silk screen printers, digital printers, 
photocopy machines, radio networks, internet networks, text messages, also self-built computers (that some of them 
used pirated software).   
Nonetheless, the close proximity to Jakarta, the national capital, also makes it an opportunity for the young 
people, especially university graduates for career and employment. Many of the school leavers go to other cities 
after graduation to search out for jobs. This is not the case if they actually come from other cities, they go back to 
their original hometowns to work there, but then there are many young people from Bandung also go to other cities, 
especially Jakarta to seek occupations, including those who are concerned with creativity-based capability.  
According to Soemardi, Bandung's creative culture differs in the sense that it is closely related to human 
creativity, if compared to other cities in Indonesia. Whereas Yogyakarta is best known as the center of 'traditional' 
culture, Bali for 'religious' based culture and Jakarta for 'commercial' related culture, Bandung can be described as a 
city of 'creative culture,' hence the vision 'Creative City.' This vision is supported by Pearson (1998) whom 
elaborates in Indonesia: Design and Culture:  
“... the city of Bandung is the intellectual heart of the country. Home to nearly fifty universities, ... it is part 
college town, part colonial hill station, and part industrial center. Higher, drier and cooler than Jakarta, ... Bandung 
is also an arts center. Some of the country's top artists are based here, supplementing their incomes with teaching 
jobs at local institutions and enjoying a less frantic pace than their colleagues in Jakarta.”  
Overall, the vision of Bandung as a 'creative city' places a strong emphasis on human aspects, which are 
economically sound and environmentally sustainable, thus encouraging people to be creative and productive 
(Soemardi, 2006).  
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Previous research conducted in Bandung, West Java, in 2008, involved most all of the sectors in creative industry 
shows that based on the size of the company, around 84% of the company have less than 50 employees. Data 
resulted from the Competitiveness Index research among three different provinces those are West Java, Central 
Java, and East Kalimantan. Central Java gets the highest point of the overall competitiveness index, followed by 
West Java and West Kalimantan.  
Several problematic factors related to business happen in Bandung, West Java. The first five ranks of those 
problematic factors are: Inefficient government bureaucracy, Corruption, Access to financing, Inadequate supply of 
infrastructure, and Inadequately educated workforce.  
It needs collaboration among other parties, such as education institution, government, and entrepreneurs to 
develop and improve entrepreneurship in Indonesia. Each party has their own role. In education institution, learn 
from the experiences, entrepreneurship can be taught by constructing multidiscipline curriculum. The curriculum 
should comprise of entrepreneurship theories and practice includes business knowledge and entrepreneurship skill 
(all material related to creativity, innovation, new venture creation, and venture financing). Entrepreneurship 
programme should be differentiated from other programme in terms of learning methods, entrepreneurship 
programme should be conducted in lecturing, practicing, mentoring, and assistantship with academicians as well as 
entrepreneurs. The role of entrepreneurs can be applied in the form of the business incubator. Presently, business 
incubator still has to be improved in order to develop entrepreneurship in Indonesia. The role of business incubation 
can significantly help improvement in product quality of business and management skill of new entrepreneurs.  
6. Conclusion  
From the research, it can be concluded that Bandung as a city in Indonesia can be considered as a creative city. 
The development of entrepreneurship in creative industries can be nurtured by collaboration among other institution 
known as a triple helix. From education institution’s perspective, Bandung is known as an education city, there are a 
lot of school or education institutions here in Bandung with various subjects from technology, information, science, 
and management. Some of those are also offer entrepreneurship course. 
The advantage of Bandung as a creative city is also supported by climate and condition. Government policy 
should focus on the ease of doing business in Indonesia. Business's trust to government performance as policy 
makers should always be maintained. To solve the most problematic factors for doing business, government's 
priorities should be related to improve inefficient government bureaucracy, corruption, access to financing, 
inadequate supply of infrastructure, and inadequately educated workforce.  
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